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the indian child welfare act was
enacted because manypeoplemanypeoplcmany people were
concerned about the high number of
native children who were being
removed from their homes and
familiesfan aliesdlies and being placed in out of
home care of altall childrenchildiiii removed
from their homes in fiscal year 1989
43 percent werew6reware native

the act gives tribestubes the right to have
a say in the placement of indian
children when the child isis removed by
the state because the child isis in danger
of serious physical or emotional harm
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the drafting processpr&6ii of the ICWA
model agreement was authorized by
reoR kayKa wallis bill in 1986
authorizingau

eg
I10mizingrizingg thethi statest ohbin behalf of the

department of health and social ser-
vices to enter an agreement with tribes
to write a model agreement on the in-
dian child welfare act

DHSS commissioner myra munson
invited tribes in 1986 to participate in
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drafting a model agreement aaadapdpd she
remains very committed to negotiating
the statewide model agreement with
tribes

the small tribal drafting team of
the ICWA model agreement is now
ready to release the tribes version of
the agreement to the state of alaska
DHSS and to the large tribal draft-
ingin team and other interested parties
for their review so negotiations can
begin

it has been suggested that tribes who
participate send their representative to
the negotiations with a resolution

stating who will represent them in the
negotiations

the small tribal drafting team has
requestedested gov steve cowper to pro-
videvialurlu travel and support funds through
the governors interim commission
on children and youth to allow tribes
who have limited travel funds to par-
ticipateficipate in ICWA negotiations since
this has severely limited tribal
participation

it is hoped that state legislators will
refrain from drafting ICWA legisla-
tion until the DHSS and the tribes have
a signed agreement to avoid un-
necessary conflicting case law

the tribes look forward to a

favorable working relationship with
munson and her negotiations staff and
hope mohavetohaveto alveaaaveaa signed agreement by
midyearmid year the tribes appreciate mun
sowscosons commitment to completing a
model agreement as soon as possible

the alaska federation of natives
has agreed to assist the small ICWA
tribal drafting team in disseminating
copies of the ICWAICW model agreement
to tribes any tribes who wish to have
a copy of the model agreement may
contact julie kitka at
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